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A Dembowski semi-plane is a semi-plane obtained from a projective plane by Dembowski's 
method [1]. A semi Minkowski/-structure i F 1, is an incidence structure M=(P ,  B x UB2UC, 
/) for which: (i) each element of P is incident with one element of B1 and one element of B2, 
(ii) an element of B x LIB 2 and an element of C are incident with at most one common element 
of P, (iii) each/-residual space of M (with respect o B 1 t.J B2) is a Dembowski semi-plane, (iv) 
C ~ ¢ and each element of C is incident with at least i elements of P. In [2-6] we determined all 
semi /-spaces and semi Laguerre i-structures, which are the corresponding M/Sbins and 
Laguerre extensions of Dembowski semi-planes. 
1. Imlzoduction 
We define a finite semi-plane (SP) [1] as a finite set of v elements, called points, 
of which b subsets, called lines, are distinguished so that the following is satisfied: 
(SP1) Any two distinct points x, y belong to at most one line. 
(SP2) Every point (resp. line) is incident with at least 3 lines (resp. points). 
(SP3) If (x, L) is a non-incident point-line pair, then there exists at most one 
line (resp. point) that is incident with x (resp. L) and disjoint with L (resp. 
non-collinear with x). 
The degree of a point (resp, line) of a SP is the number of lines (resp. points) 
through the point (resp. on the line). If n + 1 is the largest of the degrees of the 
points and lines of a SP, then n is called the order of the SP. 
The following theorem is due to Dembowski [1]. 
Theorem 1. Let S be a SP of order n and let D denote the set of integers which 
occur as degrees of elements in S. Then there are only 3 possibilities for D namely: 
(a) D={n-1 ,  n, n+l}, 
(b) D = {n, n + 1}, or 
(c) D={n+ 1}. 
S is called hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic (briefly HSP, PSP, ESP respectively) 
according as D is of type (a), (b) or (e). 
All hyperbolic-, and parabolic semi-planes were determined by Dembowski [1]. 
The projective planes of order n and the elliptic semi-planes of order n which are 
obtained ~om a projective plane of order n + 1 by deleting a Baer subset of it, are 
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called Dembowski elliptic semi-planes. A Dembowski semi-plane (DSP) is a 
parabolic or hyperbolic semi-plane (PSP or HSP), or a Dembowski elliptic 
semi-plane (DESP). 
There are only two types of Dembowski semi-planes S which admit two disjoint 
partitions P1 and P2 in the pointset of S, with P1 = {L1,. •. ,  Lk}, P2 = {K1, - • •, / (1},  
L and K~ lines of S. Let us denote these semi-planes of order n by St and Sn+l. 
Indeed, after considering the classification of Dembowski semi-planes in [1] 
only two types remain: 
(i) The parabolic semi-planes St of order n which are obtained from a 
projective plane of order n (n ~ 3) by deleting t+ 1 concurrent lines 0 ~< t~< n - 1, 
R~, . . . ,  Rt+~ through a point c, and the n + 1 points on one of these lines (say 
R1). Notice that So is an affme plane of order n. 
(ii) The elliptic semi-planes S,+1 of order n, which are obtained from a 
projective plane of order n + 1 by deleting the Baer subset B of the projective 
plane consisting of the n +2 collinear points on a line R~ and the n +2 lines 
through one of the points (say c) on R1. 
2. Suppose that K = (P, B, / )  is an incidence structure with P and B disjoint sets 
and I cP×B an incidence relation. Assume that B=BIUB2UC with B~, B2 
and C pairwise disjoint sets. The elements of P are called points, the elements of 
B1 U B2 are called lines and the elements of C are called circles. Two points are 
called collinear itt x and y are incident with at least one line of K. If p l , . . . ,  pi are 
i pairwise non-coUinear points of K, then the incidence structure 
with 
Kpl...~, = (Pp l . . . l r , ,  Bv,..~, Ip,...~) 
Pp,..~ = P\{x ~ P: x is collinear with pi, j ~ {1 , . . . ,  i}}, 
npa...p, = (n l )pa. . .~ U (n2)pl . . .p , U Cpa...p,, 
(B1)p,...v, = {L e BI: L,/'Pi, ] e {1 , . . . ,  i}}, 
(Bgp,.. .~={LeB2: L~'pj, ] e{1 , . . . ,  i}}, 
(C)p~...~ ={M e C: pj/M, j e {1 , . . . ,  i}} 
Iv,... ~ = I N (Pv,...~ x Bvl...~), 
is called the i-residual space (i-RS) of K = (P, B1 U B2 U C, 1-) in P l , . . . ,  Pi (with 
respect o Bx LI Bg.  We denote that Kp1... ~ will also be denoted by K1...i. 
3. A semi Minkowski i-structure (SMiS) i~1 ,  is an incidence structure M= 
(P, B1U B 2 U C, / )  with P the point set of M, Bt and B2 two disjoint line sets, C 
the circle set of M and I c  Px(Bz  U B2UC) the incidence relation, satisfying the 
following: 
(i) Each point is incident with one line of B~ and one line of B2. 
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(ii) Each line of M and each circle of M are incident with at most one point 
of M. 
(iii) Each i-residual space of M is a Dembowski semi-plane. 
(iv) C#,  and each element of C is incident with at least i elements of P. 
Mostly, we shall identify a line (resp. circle) with the set of all points incident 
with it. The number of points incident with a circle (resp. line) will be called the 
degree of the circle (resp. line). If x l , . . . ,  x, are r pairwise non-coUinear points 
then [x~, . . . ,  x,] denotes the number of circles through xx , . . . ,  x~. If i=  1, then 
the semi Minkowski i-structure is called a semi Minkowski plane. If every 
i-residual space of M is an alfme plane of order n, then M is called a Minkowski 
i-structure. 
Assume that M is a Minkowski i-structure, then every line of Bx and every line 
of B2 are incident with one element of P. Each line and each circle are incident 
with one point of M and every i +2  pairwise non-coUinear points of P are 
incident with exactly one circle. 
We prove the classification theorem for semi Minkowski i-structures i >~ 1 in 
Theorems 2 and 3. 
Theore~m 2. The incidence structure M is a semi Minkowski 1-structure iff M is 
obtained from a Minkowski 1-structure by deleting [ circles Or , . . . ,  Of with 
IO~ nOil~<l (0<~jf~<12 for n=3,  and l~<f~<n2-1  for n>3) .  
Proof. If M is the incidence structure obtained from a Minkowski 1-structure by 
deleting ]' circles Oa , . . . ,  O~ with Ioinoil-<l, then M is a semi Minkowski 
1-structure for which every 1-residual space is an St of order n or an S~ of order 
n -1 .  
Assume that M is a semi Minkowski 1-structure with B1 ={Lt , . . . ,  L~} and 
B2 = {K! , . . . ,  Kz}. Then every 1-residual space of M is a DSP which admits two 
disjoint partitions Px and P2 in its point set. Indeed, if pi is a point of M which is 
incident with Lx and Kx, then Px = BI\{Lt} and P2 = B2\{Kx}. Therefore/~. is an 
S~ of order n~ with 0~ < t~ ~< n~- 1, or an S,~+1 of order n~. So, one can prove that 
each line of Bx and each line of B2 are incident with exactly one element of P. 
If Mx corresponds with an alfme plane of order n, then k = n + 1 = l, and every 
line of B10  B2 is incident with n + 1 points of M. Therefore, every 1-residual 
space of M corresponds with an atfme plane of order n. So every 1-residual space 
is an ~ of order n with 0~ < t~ ~< n-  1, or an S~ of order n -  1. 
If every 1-residual space of M is an So of order n, then M is a Minkowski 
1-structure of order n. So, assume that at least 1-residual space of M is obtained 
from an affme plane of order n, by deleting ti lines of a parallelelass, with 
1--- < ~ ~< n. Let A denote the set of pairs of non-collinear points of M, clearly 
2 IAI-- (n + 1)2n 2. Let D denote the subset of the elements {x, y} of A for which 
[x, y ]=n-2 .  Remark that 21DI=Y~i 1~ tin. Let - denote the relation in D 
defined by i V{xx, x2}, {x3, x4}~ D: {xx, x2}~{x3, x4} iff {xl, xe}= {x3, x4} or M has 
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no circle which is incident with at least 3 points of {xt, x2, x3, x4}. Obviously, the 
relation - is reflexive and symmetric. We prove now that -- is transitive too. 
Assume that {xl, x2}, {xa, x4}, {x5, x6}~D With {xx, xE}-{x3, x4} and {xa, x4}- 
{x5, x6}. Denote the ~ deleted lines of the affine plane of order n which 
corresponds with M~, by R~, . . . ,  R~. By considering M3, we know that 
{xl, x2, x4} c R~ U {xa} for some j, j ~ {1 , . . . ,  t3}. Assume that j = 1. One has also 
that {xs, x6, x4}cR~O{x3}. Since the lines R~, j=  1 , . . . ,  t~ are pairwise parallel, 
one can prove that (R~\{xk})U{xi}=Rkt for some /e{1 , . . . ,  tk}, for any Xk ~R~. 
This implies that {x2, xs, x6}~R~U{xt} and {xt, Xs, x6}cR2U{x2}. Therefore 
{xx, x2}--{x5, x6}. So, the relation - is an equivalence relation for which every 
equivalence class is incident with n(n + 1)/2 elements of D. 
It follows immediately that ~ has/: equivalence classes in D, with/:<-.-, n(n + 1). 
Denote those equivalence classes by E l , . . . ,  E~. If Di = g {xi, Xk} with {Z~, Xk}~ 
El, then Di\{xi} is a deleted line of type R{ with /~{1, . . . ,  t~} and [D~ fqDil<~l. 
Let M* denote the incidence structure obtained from M by adjoining the sets 
D1 , . . . ,  Df (as new circles) to the circle set of M, such that every D~ is incident 
with the points of M which are contained in D~. The incidence structure M* is a 
semi Minkowski 1-structure for which every 1-residual space is an So of order n. 
This implies that M is obtained from a Minkowski 1-structure by deleting/: circles 
D1 , . . . ,Dr  for which ID~ fqDil~<l, with O~/:<~(n+ 1)n. 
We prove now that / :~n 2-1 for n > 3. Consider the circles D~, . . . ,  Dr, these 
circles are incident with exactly one point of the line K1 = {Pl , - - - ,  P,,+I}. Let 
denote the number of circles which are incident with p,, 1 ~< i <~ n + 1, obviously 
0 <~ ~< n. We prove the following implication: if there exists at least one f~ = n, 
then/:  = x.,+l z,i=l ~ <~3n. Assume that O1 , . . . ,  O,, are incident with Pl (so/:1 = n), Pl 
(resp. P2) is incident with the line L1 (resp. L2), O~ N L2 = {~} for i = 1 , . . . ,  n and 
k~ is the point of L1 which is collinear with ~. Consider the projective plane 
P2(2, n), which corresponds with the 1-residual space ME. The set O,\{Pl, ~} is an 
(n - 1)-arc in P2(2, n). If/:1 and/:2 denote the parallel classes of ME which contain 
the lines of BI\{K1} and B2\{Lz}  , then (O~\{pl, ~})U{fl,/:2}= O * is an oval in 
P2(2, n). The line Llk{Pl} is a tangent of O* in/:2- The ovals O*, i = 1 , . . . ,  n are 
members of an 'ovalbundle' with carriers/:1 and/:2. If Ki.÷~ denotes the line of B1 
which is incident with ~ (and consequently ~), then Ki-+l\{~} is a tangent of the 
oval O* in the point /:1- So /q is incident with two tangents (L1 O{fz} and 
K~+I U{_fl}) of the oval O*~ in Pu(2, n). 
If n is even, then/q, is the nucleus of O*, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. If O is an arbitrary circle 
of M, which is incident with P2, then O\{pz} is a line in M2 which intersects 
LI\{pl} in exactly one /% j ~ {1 , . . . ,  n}. Assume that qi is the infinite point of 
O\{pu} in the corresponding projective plane P2(2, n), and denote the corres- 
ponding projective line by O*. The line O* is a tangent of the oval O~, and a 
secant or exterior line of all O*, i~{1, . . . ,  n}k{j}. Therefore O* contains n -2  
points of (n -  2)/2 ovals of the bundle. So every circle O which is incident with P2 
intersects at least one of the circles O~, . . . ,  O, in exactly 2 points. This implies 
that/ :2= 0, and analogous ly / :3=- . .  =/:,,+1 = 0, thus/:=/:l=f---<3n. 
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Assume now that n is odd, then every point of P:(2, n) is incident with 0 or 2 
tangents of the oval O*. So every line O* of/):(2, n) which is incident with/q and 
not incident with ],~ or ]'2 is a secant or an exterior line of the oval O*. Let qi 
denote one of the n -  1 parallel classes of M 2 which is different from ]'1 and ]'2, 
and denote the projective lines of P2(2, n) which are incident with qi by 
A* , . . . ,  A*. If A* intersects no ovals of O* , . . . ,  O*, then A* is a tangent of 
n - 1 ovals and an exterior line of one oval, say O*. If ]'2 ~ 2, then there exists a 
second projective line A*, which is a tangent of n -1  ovals of O* , . . . ,  O*. 
Suppose first that A* is also an exterior line of O*. Then A*, j e {3 , . . . ,  n} is a 
secant or an exterior line of the ovals O*, * * • . . ,  O,-1. So, A j intersects at least 
(n -2 ) /2  ovals of {O* , . . . ,  O*}. But n is odd, therefore A* intersects exactly 
(n -  1)/2 ovals. By the assumption I> 3, we have in this first case that ],2---<2. 
Suppose now that A*2 is an exterior line of O*. Then A*, j ~ {3 , . . . ,  n} is a secant 
or an exterior line of the ovals O*, * * . . . ,  O,_1. So A i, J ~ {3 , . . . ,  n} is a tangent of 
at most two ovals (O* and O*). This implies that A*, j e {3 , . . . ,  n}, has at least 
• . . ,  O, -1.  But now n >I 5, n -  3 points in common with (n -  3)/2 ovals of O*, * 
therefore A*, j ~{3, . . . ,  n}, is a secant of at least one oval and ],2 <--- 2 in any of the 
cases. Now ], = ~_-+~/i ~< n + 2n = 3n < n 2 -1  for n > 3. So the statement in 
Theorem 2 is proved. [] 
Tl~eorem 3. The incidence structure M is a semi Minkowski i-structure i >- 1, iff M 
is obtained ~om a Minkowski i-structure of order n, n >I 3 by deleting ], circles 
Ol,...,Oe with IO, nOjl~<i (0---<],---<(3+i)'''4"3 ],or n=3 and 0~] ,~ 
(n+i ) .  (n+i -1 ) . - .  (n+l ) - (n - l )  ],or n>3) .  
lh~ot.  The case i = 1 is treated in Theorem 2. We prove Theorem 3 by induction 
on i, and assume that the theorem is true for every i', i > i '~  > 1. 
Assume that M is a semi Minkowski i-structure, then every 1-residual space of 
M is a semi Minkowski ( i -1)-structure and therefore Mj is obtained from a 
Minkowski ( i -  1)-structure of order n i, n~ I> 3, by delet ing/ i  circles O~, . . . ,  O~ 
with IOtf30~l~<i-1.  Mj has 2 sets B~ and Bi2 of degree n~+i -1  such 
that every line of Bix and every line of Bi2 intersect in exactly one point. 
Therefore, Bx and B:  are sets of nj + i lines, and n i is independent of pj. So 
denote ~ by n. One can also prove that every line of B1 and every line of B2 are 
incident with exactly one point, and so every line is incident with n + i points of 
M. 
Since [O~ f30~[ ~< i -  1 for j = 1 , . . . ,  (n + i)2, $ ~ t, S, t = 1, . . . ,  ~, we can prove 
the following implication: if x~O~,  then (O~U{x~})\{yn}=O~ for some I~ 
{1, . . . , / ,} .  Therefore I(O~U{xj})f3(O[U{rn})l<~i for every O~U{x~}#O[U{x,}, 
t , j= l , . . . , (n+i ) : ,  s= l , . . . ,~ ,  I=1 , . . . , [ , .  
¢-  v("+°2 ~l(n + i). By the The number of different sets Oi~Ll{x~} is given by  j - z~ j= l  
induction hypothesis we have ~<~(2+i ) . - -4 -3  for n=3 and ~< 
(n + i - 1)- • • (n + 1)- (n - 1) for n > 3. Therefore, f~<(3+ i) .  - • 4-  3 for n = 3 and 
f~<(n + i) .  • • (n + 1)- (n - 1) for n > 3. By the previous remarks we have for every 
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i+2  pairwise non-coninear points x l , . . . ,x~+2 that [xl , . . . ,x~+2]=0, iff there 
exists exactly one set O{Ll{xi} D{xx,. . . ,  x~+z}. 
Let M* denote the incidence structure obtained from M by adjoining the [ 
distinct sets O{Ll{x~} (as new circles) to the circle set of M, such that every new 
circle O{ t.J {xi} is incident with all points x~ which belong to O{ t.J {x~}. Obviously, 
every i + 2 pairwise non-collinear points of M* are incident with exactly one circle 
of M*, and every 1-residual space is a Minkowski ( i-1)-structure of order n. 
Therefore M* is a Minkowski/-structure of order n, and M is obtained from M* 
by deleting f circles O~, . . . ,  Of with IO, nO~l<~i. 
Conversely, one can easily prove that every incidence structure which is 
obtained from a Minkowski /-structure of order n, n >~ 3 by deleting [ circles 
Ox , . . . ,  Of with [O, N Oi[~< i is a semi Minkowski/-structure. So, the statement in
Theorem 3 is proved. [] 
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